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Identity crime is one of the crimes that threaten both society and its
individuals. Millions of people have been badly affected by identity crime
following misuse of their identities by criminals. The term ‘identity crime’ is
used to include all unlawful activities that targettheidentities of persons
(including natural and legal persons). Identity crime is not a new crime but
it has grown and has become a major concern in this era of information.
Around the globe, laws and regulations have been enacted and revised to
accommodate the phenomenon. Being a divine and timeless law that applies
to all matters regardless of their time and location, the Islamic law has its
own solution to a matter such asthis. This article attempts to analyse some
Islamic rules related to crime and discuss their applicability to identity crime
in order to point out how the Shariah can offer solutions to thisterrifying
crime whichhas become a household concern.

Identity crime is one of the crimes that threaten both society and its
individuals. Millions of people have been badly affected following
misuse of their identities by identity criminals. Theterm identity
connotes providing information about a particular person or object
as it explains “who you are or what your name is” and also “the qualities
that make someone or something what they are and different from other
people.”1 Academically, Thierry Nabeth states that the concept of
identity can be approached from two perspectives, the structural and
theprocess perspectives. In the structural perspective (identity as a
representation), it is used as a reference to “a set of attributes (permanent
or temporary) describing the characteristics of the person in context of
practical activities”2 such as positions. In the process perspective,
identity is viewed as “a set of process relating to disclosure of information
about the person and usage of this information”.3 Here, identity consists
of elements that identify a person and link him to some authorisation



such as identity cards.4 Additionally, the term ‘identity’ is a term
that is shared by many specialists in various fields of knowledge and
thus we hear legal, social, technological and commercial identities
and so forth.

As the term ‘identity’ is a complex and multi-faceted term, one
could anticipate that identity related crimes would also be
inexhaustible and unprecedented. Broadly speaking, identity crime
is an umbrella term that covers a wide range of offences. For example,
it includes, inter alia, “the theft of identity information and related
financial information, the assumption of another identity for fraudulent
purposes, and the production of false identities and financial documents
to commit crimes.”5

A personal identity can be established by written identifiers such as
passports, biometric identifiers such as fingerprints and financial
identifiers such as bank accounts. Some of the identifiers can be forged
and misused by identity offenders to commit identity crime.
Accordingly, various terms (e.g. identity crime, identity theft and
identity fraud) have been used to describe the act of misusing
identities and related information. James Blindell observes that the
term ‘identity theft’ in the USA isused to cover all types of identity
crime. In the UK, identity fraud seems to be used as a generic term.
In Australia, the term ‘identity crime’, however, has been used to
cover all crimes related to identity.6

The term ‘identity crime’ involves offences pertaining to identity
such as the creation of fake birth certificates, identity theft and so
forth. Some argue that it is better to rely on terms such as ‘identity
fraud’, ‘identity theft’, ‘impersonation’, ‘credit card skimming’, etc,
instead of ‘identity crime’, while others, however, suggest that it is
worth placing all these crimes as ‘identity crime’ “on the basis that
they all involve questions of identity and that a particular offence (a
fake birth certificate, etc,) may be the basis for numerous other identity-
related offences.”7 Arnold adds that the best answer to “what identity
crime is?, is that ‘identity crime’ is a way of thinkingabout identity-
related offences rather than a specific crime....”8

Nevertheless, some researchers try to define the term ‘identity
crime’ and the following are some of their efforts. According to
Philippa Lawson, the term ‘identity crime’”refers to all forms of
wrongdoing conducted under the guise of another person’s identity, as
well as to preparatory acts involving the collection, manipulation and
trading of identity information9. Another researcher extended ‘identity
crime’ to embrace new forms of crime against individuals in social
network media environments, such as extortion, cyber-bullying and
even defamation.10

Probably, the most significant and simplest definition of the crime
is the definition in the Report to the Attorney General of the United
States and the Minister of Public Safety of Canada which
describesidentity crimeas:

A cycle with five distinct phases: (1) unauthorized or illegal acquisition of
identifying data or items (e.g., cards or documents); (2) transfer of the
initially acquired identifying data or documents; (3) manipulation of the
data or items (e.g., through alteration, compilation, or forgery/
counterfeiting); (4) transfer of the manipulated data or items; and (5) use
of the data or items for fraud or concealment of criminal identity.11

In general, the above definitions includecommon key elements such
as the object of identity crime (data or information), the acts
(acquiring data, using or manipulating it, etc.), mental elements
(obtaining and using information, etc.) and missing authorization
by thevictim. The four mentioned elements “are required for the
development of a criminal law provision in defining the structure.”12

Thus, identity crime from the above definitions is an umbrella term
used to place together many offences pertaining to identity.13

For the purpose of this article, the writer will rely on the view
which defines identity crime as a distinctive crime because that
definition, in the writer’s opinion, servesa dual-purpose. Ontheone
hand, it identifies what identity crime is through pointing out specific
acts (unauthorized access to the data or manipulating it, etc.) and on
the other hand, it allows judging the criminal in separate stages. To
make it clear, some criminals could be engaged in collecting
information while others may go further and manipulate or use such
information to commit further crimes.



Identity crime encompasses various categories such as identity theft,
identity fraud, false identity (forgery), etc. Identity theft is considered
one of the most known identity crimes and it refers to the act of
obtaining personal identifying information.14 The term ‘identity
fraud’ on the other hand, has been defined as “the use of a stolen or
completely false identity to obtain goods or services by deception.”15

According to some researchers, identity fraud can take four forms;
namely identity takeover, identity delegation, identity creation and
identity exchange.16 Another category is forgery of false identity.
Forgery is an illegal copy of documents and it can be related to a
natural person (alive or not) as well as corporate entities. The
falsification may be done by creation of fictitious identity, alteration
of one’s own identity and stealingof other person’s identity.17

Criminals steal identity information and use that information to
obtain benefits. For example, they usually engage in the following
illegal activities:18

(i) Selling identity information to other criminals for use in
identity-related crime.

(ii) Accessing and using the victims’ credit or debit cards and
taking over their bank accounts.

(iii) Opening new financial accounts, loans or mortgages in the
victim’s name.

(iv) Obtaining a passport or other identity documents in
someone else’s name, obtaining government benefits and
services using the victim’s name.

(v) Concealing their identity while travelling illegally, smuggling
drugs, engaging in money-laundering, terrorism or other
crimes.

(vi) Misleading law enforcement or court officials by directing
them to the wrong persons.

The above activities indicate that identity crime is a real threat
to both the society and individuals because identity criminals can

target anyone regardless of age and social position. Furthermore,
identity crime, as opposed to many traditional crimes, is a worldwide
crime that could have an effect here and there. For example, identity
criminals use names of the victims and their personal information to
fake documents such as passports and then use such identification
to travel and even commit crimes.19 At this point, the victim whose
name was used to commit the crime will be held responsible until
his innocence is proven.

Due to the growing importance of identity information in economy
and social interactions, it becomes a target of criminals who wish to
take advantage of it. The information which is targeted is contingent
upon the nature of the crime that offenders want to perpetrate. For
example, if the perpetrator wants to steal money from a victim’s
account or fake identity documents, he would look for financial and
personal information related to that person. According to Gercke,
the following are examples of identity information that is
protected by different national laws and usually targeted by identity
offenders:

(i) Name, address, date of birth, marital status, death certificate,
ID card, passport, or immigration document, driver’s license,
military status card, social security number, health insurance,
number fingerprint, voice print, retina image, iris image, or
DNA profile;

(ii) Credit or debit card number, financial institution account
number and written signature and such;

(iii) E-mail login, e-mail or web browsing passwords, Mac-
address or IP-address, electronic or digital signature, and
username.20

As we can see, the above information can be divided into three
categories. One is information related tothe person himself,
information pertaining to his financial interests and finally,
information that can be used as a means to get or infringe personal
and financial information.



Identity crime, as mentioned above, includes distinct stages that start
with unauthorized or illegal acquisition of identifying information
and end with the usage of that information for fraud or concealment
of criminal identities, etc. Various tactics have been used by criminals
to get and collect identity information. These tactics range from very
simple ways to highly sophisticated ones in which the perpetrators
use high technology to commit their offences. According to Lawson,
perpetrators can get identity information through victims’ negligence,
victims’ deception, third party public disclosure and third party
negligence or deception.21 Generally, the methods of obtaining
information can bedivided into two categories; that is to say non-
digital methods and digital methods.22

This category includes, for instance, redirection of mail which enables
the offenders to access documents sent through it; theft such as theft
of wallets, passports, etc., dumpster diving, shoulder surfing; listening
for oral disclosure of personal identity or watching, using public
available information in books or newspapers, and insider attacks such
as bribing employees to provide identity information about victims.

The digital age has provided offenders with uncountable
opportunitiesto gain identity information and therefore, they
capitalize on every moment to exploit new technology to commit
their crime. The techniques which have been employed to gain
information in the digital age include phishing, skimming, hacking
and malware(malicious software). It is noteworthy that public
information available on social network sites about individualsis
considered a rich recourse that criminals can rely on to gather identity
information about potential victims.

Given the fact that “identity crime” is an umbrella term used toplace
together many offences pertaining to identity and in accordance

with the view which defines identity crime asa serious separated
crime, Islamic laws and rules which are applicable to each phase of
the crimewill be pointed out accordingly. Various rules such as the
law of theft, trespass or infringement of sanctity of property and
forgery can be pertinent to several distinct phases of identity crimes
identified earlier. In addition, other Islamic rules and laws such as
the sanctity of houses, the sanctity of man’s honour, prohibition of
spying and prohibition of disclosure of secrecy could also be
employed to curb identity crimes in the digital age as explained
below.

It is worth noticing that the Shariah canbe applied to all new
crimes including identity crime in the digital age because the Shariah
provides general and specific rules forall offences regardless of time
and place.23This can also be deduced from the fact that Muhammad
(PBUH) was the last Prophet as the Qur’an in(Al-Ahzab: 40) clearly
states,”Muhammad is not the father of any of your men, but (he is) the
Messenger of Allah, and the Seal of the Prophets”24 and consequently,
his Shariah is the last divine rule. This article will analyse the Shariah
rules related to the matter and discuss their applicability to the various
types of identity crime to show how the rules of Shariah can offer
solutions to the terrifying crime.

As mentioned earlier, identity crime includes stealing personal
information and using such information to commit further crimes
such as withdrawal of money from a victim’saccount. Interestingly,
the crime of identity is called identity theft andunder the Shariah is
one of the biggest crimes because thistheft consists of infringement
of property and privacy of other persons. Normally, property is
protected by imposing a heavy penalty on those who commit theft.
The Qur’an in Al-Maeda: 38 reads “As to thief, male or female, cut off
his or her hands: a punishment by way of example, from Allah, for their
crime: and Allah is Exalted in Power, Full of Wisdom.”25 Likewise in
one authentic narration, the Messenger of Allah (PBUH) said “May
Allah course the thief who steals an egg for which his hand is cut off, or
steals a rope for which his hand is to be cut off.”26



The term ‘theft’ is known as “sariqah” in Arabic, which means the
act of taking or appropriating something in a secret way without
thepermission of the owner. It includes taking objects and other
things such as hearing speech, as the Qur’an (Al-Hijr: 18) says,
“But any that gains a hearing by stealth, is pursued by a flaming fire,
bright (to see).”27 In Islamic legal terminology, Ibn Rushd defines
theft by saying that “Theft is taking theproperty of others in a secret
way without being in his trusteeship.”28 Likewise, Abdu Allah Ibn
Mahmud mentions the following definition; “Theft is the act of
taking a sound-minded adult secretly a certain storing amount of money
or its value, belonging to others, without a valuable reason” (in other
words, without having a reason to believe that such property is
lawful for him.)29Additionally, Hasan Body says that “Theft is taking
property of others in a secret and unjustifiable way from its proper
store with other conditions.”30

It can be clearly derived from these definitions that theft in the
Shariah consists of takingthe property or possession of other persons
without their permission in a specific manner. Additionally, these
definitions contain some conditions related to criminals while others
arerelated to property. These conditions distinguish theft from other
property crimes such as usurpation (Ghasb), embezzlement,

( ), breach of trust ( ) or other ways of taking propertyty

illegally.

Islamic juristshavementioned some conditions which must be fulfilled
before punishing criminals by the prescribed penalty. Some of these
conditions are related to the manner of stealing property, some related
to thecriminals themselves, and others related to the stolen property.

In theft crimes, the way of taking property must be a secret way as
the manner of taking things secretly distinguishes theft from the
following crimes:32

Al-Ghasb is taking the property of others by enforcement. The
difference between al-Ghasb and theft can be observed in the manner
of taking the property and the punishment. To be precise, in theft,
the property is taken secretly but in al-Ghasb, it is taken openly.

Regarding punishment, theft punishment is specified by the Shariah
while in al-ghasb, the court will choose the proper punishment.

Breach of trust is taking or denying something in the hands of the
trustee, but theft is taking something secretly from others. These
crimes differ from each other in two aspects, namely theplace where

propertyis taken andthepunishmentgiven. In breach of trust, the
dishonest person takes property from theplace that he can lawfully
enter but in theft he takes it from theplace where he has no right or
permission to enter. In terms of punishment, the former is
discretionary crime whilst the latter is prescribed one. The distinction
between the crime is based on an authentic Hadith which reads,
“There is no cutting of the hand for the treacherous, for snatching (like
the one who snatches and runs away), or for forcible seizure (looting or
robbery).”33

In terminology of Islamic jurists, the embezzler or ( ) is one
who takes things quickly and runsaway. As opposed to theft,
punishment of embezzlement is subjected to the opinion of the court.

In Shariah, the stolen property must be lawful and valuable. The
followings are the most important conditions that the stolen thing
must fulfil in order to punish thieves with the prescribed penalty.

This is an agreed condition according to the majority of jurists.34

They supported this by arguing that the Qur’an ordered the cutting



off of thehands of the thief but the Sunnah of the Prophet (PBUH)
which explains and interprets the Qur’an provided that the stolen
property must reach specific amount. To be precise, the Qur’an (Al-
Maeda: 38) reads, “As to thief, male or female, cut off his or her hands.”35

This verse mentions theft in general regardless of quality or quantity
of the stolen thing. However, Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) clearly
stated that this verse appliesonly to specific value when he emphasized
that “A thief ’s hand should not be cut off except for a quarter of a Dinar
or more” (Muttafaq alaih).36 Regarding this interpretation, the majority
of scholars are of the view that the amputation of the thief ’s hand is
subject to this minimumamount. Consequently, if the value of the
property is less than the specified value, the thief ’s hand will not be
amputated.37 However, there are different views about the specific
value. Some say the stolen property must reach a quarter ofaDinar as
specified in the above narration or three Dirham while others said
the value of the stolen property must be at least ten Dirham.38

The majority of Islamic scholars have agreed on this condition.39

This provides that the stolen property must be taken from a fortified
and protected place and the thief exerts effort to break or
infringeinto that safe place to take it. Therefore, if the stolen
property is not kept at all or is not properly kept, the criminal
cannot be considered a thief. The proper or protected storage is
the place where people usually save their things and this will
obviously be different depending on the protected things.40 For
example, valuable things such as money or gold are usually stored
in very strong and safe places while property such as food or clothes
are usually kept in a less secured place.

This condition means that when someone takes his own property,
he will not be subjected to theft. For example, if someone lends
property to others and steals it, he will not be considered as a thief.
Likewise, someone who steals theproperty of others but before he
brings it out from its storage, it belongs to him.41

The jurists state that the stolen things must be things which can
Islamically be possessed and sold by Muslims. Regarding this,
they sayif the stolen property is wine or pigs even if they belong
to non-Muslims, there will be no cutting off hands because
such things are not acceptable property in the perspective of the
Shariah.42

1. The thief must be mukallaf (adult).43 Mukallaf is one who reaches
the age of maturity and has no mental illness. This means that
the thief must be of sound-mind and an adult. Therefore, there
will be no prescribed penalty for minors or unsound-minded
persons. Nevertheless, they have to guarantee the stolen property
by returning it to the owner or returning its value because
compensation of property is a separated duty.44

2. There must be no reason for the criminal to believe that the
property is lawful for him. This means if a person steals property
that he has the right to take, he will not be considered as a thief.
For example, if parents take the property belonging to their sons
or daughters, they will not be considered as thieves because they
have proper grounds to believe that the property is lawful for
them. Likewise, when one of the partners steals from his
company, he will not be considereda thief because he is part of
the company.

According to Al-Imam Al-Qarafi, “doubt on” ownership (reason
for believing that the thief has a righttosomething) can be divided
into three categories strong, weak and medium doubt.45The author
mentions that jurists agree that strong doubt on ownership such as
parenthood prevents the prescribed punishment and weak doubt such
as friendship is not. In medium doubt such as stealing from public
fund (Baitu almal), there are different opinions among jurists. Some
say that it is a valid reason to prevent prescribed punishment and
others, however, disagree on that issue.



Al-dharurah in Arabic means the need or necessity for something. In
the terminology of jurists, ad-dharurahmeans extreme need.46

Examples ofnecessarythings are things such as food and water that
man need in order to continue living. Therefore, in thecase of
starvation, stealing food is not a punishable theft. This general rule
is established by virtue of the Qur’an. For instance, the Qur’an (Al-
Baqara: 173) states “…But if one is forced by necessity, without wilful
disobedience nor transgressing due limits-then is he guiltless. For Allah is
Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.”47 Moreover, the famous legal maxims
states that “necessity (ad-dharurah) makes prohibited things lawful
(halal)”.48 As evidenced from the abovementioned, necessity changes
the rule orhukum and makes forbidden things permissible. To
illustrate this, the above verse clearly indicates that eating flesh of
pigs and dead animals is permissible in case of necessity. Thus in
case of necessity, stealing is not forbidden by the Shariah49 and
accordingly, there will be no punishment.

Punishment of theft is one of the few prescribed penalties in the
Shariah which are called al-hududs. Al-hudud or prescribed
punishment consists of penalties imposed by the Shariah for a few
specific crimes which have an impact on social life. They include
penalties of drinking wine, theft, Qadhf (accusing a person of adultery
without proof), fornication and brigandpenalty.50These kinds of
punishments are prescribed by the Shariah and the courts have to
apply them without any change.

 It is noteworthy to mention also that penalties in the Shariah
consist of three categories, namely al-hudud, al-qisas and ta’zeer.51

These punishments have to be applied without any change because
the right of applying them is the right of Almighty Allah. To clarify,
rights under the Shariah perspective can be divided into two
categories: the general right (right of Allah) and the specific right

(right of individuals).52 The general right is a right that prevents harm
and brings benefit to the whole society and in this perspective it is
called the right of Allah. For example, as theft punishment falls under
the general right, the court is obliged to apply the specific punishment
(amputation of hand) without listening to the victim of the theft.
Thus in theft, there are two rights; the right of the victim whose
property is stolen and the right of Allah. Regarding the property, the
victim has the right tohave his property returnedor to give it to the
thief. Regarding punishment, the court must apply the prescribed
penalty because the right of applying penalty is the right of Allah.

�

For these punishments, the right of applying them is given to the victim
or his relatives in case of death. The Qur’an (Al-Isra: 33) says, “Nor take
life-which Allah has made sacred-except for just cause. And if anyone is
slain wrongly, We have given his heir authority (to demand Qisas or to
forgive).53 It is clear from this verse that the relatives of the victim are
given the right to ask for qisas (killing the killer) to be appliedor to
demand for ‘diyah’ (blood money).54

According to Abdul Qadir ‘Oudah, Ta’zeer is “chastisement prescribed
for such offences that do not involve hudood, i,e. offences for which Shariah
does not lay down specific punishments.”55 Therefore, Ta’zeer is a
punishment for any wrongful activity (which has no specified penalty)
against individuals, society, property, etc. It includes doing wrong acts
and abstaining from doing obligations. Ta’zeer punishments range from
minor punishments to severe ones and the court is empowered to
dispense any punishment to the offender “as it deems fit keeping in
view the psychological condition and the background of the offender.”56 In
other words, the proper penalty is decided by the court regarding the
criminal, crime, timeof crime,the location of offenceand soon.

From the foregoing, it is crystal clear that punishment fortheft
can either be a prescribed or non-prescribed punishment (Ta’zeer
punishment). In case of fulfillment of all conditions, the prescribed
penalty will be awarded; otherwise the Ta’zeer penalty will match



that oftheft crime. The prescribed punishment for theft is cutting
the hand of the thief as the Qur’an (Al-Maeda: 38) orders “As to
thief, male or female, cut off his or her hands: a punishment by way of
example, from Allah, for their crime: and Allah is Exalted in Power,
Full of Wisdom.”57 Also regarding the punishment, it is said for the
first theft, the right hand of the thief should be amputated. If he
steals again, his left foot should be cut off, for the third time, his left
hand should be amputated and for the fourth one, his right foot.58

To be punished by the prescribed punishment, thetheft must be
proven and it must also fulfil all its conditions. For conviction, there
are only two ways to prove the theft, namely free confession of the
thief and testimony.59 Regarding thief confession or admission  if a
sound-minded person in his own decision and without any kind of
duress admits that he committed theft, this can be enough proof for
applying the prescribed penalty. Moreover, theft canalso be proven
by testimony. If two righteous men testified that a person committed
theft, this is enough evidence for amputation. It is important to notify
that testimony of women in prescribed penalty such as theft is
unacceptable.60

So far, the Shariah law ontheft has been discussed and the next step
isto see if those rules can be applied to identity crime in this digital
age. As mentioned earlier, identity crime includes unauthorized
acquisition of identity information, transferring ofdocuments,
manipulation of data or items, transferring manipulated data and
finally the usage of data for committing crimes.61 All these steps are
illegal (haram) in the Islamic perspective. To apply theft rules to
identity crime, however, one needs to examine whether all the required
conditions for theft are present on the occurrence of thesecrimes.

As mentioned previously, cybercriminals can gain personal identity
in many ways. Here, the focus will be on stealing personal dataunder
the perspective of Shariah. According to Ibn Rushd, the majority of
scholars are unanimous that stealing valuable property which can be

bought and sold, subjects the thief to theft punishment.62 Thus, the
question here is personal information valuable property in the eyes
of the Shariah? and can personal information be bought and sold?
Without a doubt, in this digital age, information becomes essential
and valuable because “the data…has a very real, commercial value -
possession of data itself is every bit as important as possession of physical
real estate or capital good”63 and people use the information in their
daily life. Having said that information is a valuable possessionis
does not necessarily mean that stealing is a theft underShariah because
wine and pigs are valuable but stealing them is not considereda theft.
In other words, the commercial value of information is only one of
the conditions required in the stolen thing. Can personal information
be bought and sold? Underthe Shariah perspective, the object (goods)
that can be bought or sold has to be a pure and beneficial thing that
can be handed to a new owner. Moreover, there isalso no specific
rule in the Shariahthat prohibits buying or selling such matter.64 It is
argued that some personal information such as passwords and IP
addresses, for example, can be Islamically bought and sold.

Additionally, dealing with information as an asset is only a new
occurrence in this digital age and for that reason, it is missing from
traditional Islamic discussions. Nevertheless, another issue related to
stealing information has been cited by Islamic jurists. It is the issue
of stealing books including Qura’nic and fiqh books. Regarding this,
the HanafiSchool, for instance, said that stealing Qur’anic and fiqh
books does not subject the thief to theft punishment because the
books are usually kept for reading and the letters do not have financial
values.65 However, other scholars are of the opposite view. For
example, the Maliki School viewed stealing Qur’anic or fiqh booksas
a theft. This opinion was justified by arguing that stealing things
which can be sold is a punishable theft.66

It is noteworthy to mention here the opinion of a contemporary
Islamic jurist named Dr. Yusuf Al-Qaradawi about stealing
information in the environment. Al-Qaradawi, when asked about
stealing protected informationis of the opinion that information is
not property even though it may have great value and stealing it is
not a conventional theft or in other words, stealing information is



not a theft in the terminology of Islamic jurists.67 It seems that Al-
Qaradawi has been influenced by the Hanafi School of thought. It is
arguable that the opinion of Al-Qaradawi is a justifiable opinion
because the general rule of Shariah, as explained before, provides
that hudud must be prevented by doubt. Thus bearing in mind that
the term ‘personal information’ includes different types and in the
light of the above, one can come to the conclusion that stealing
personal information may not be a punishable theft because the nature
of the stolen subject matter is not clear.

As mentioned, stolen identity can include financial information such
as credit card information, passwords and physical ATM cards, and
such information may enable the criminals to access victims’ existing
accounts, transfer money from victims’ accounts to another account,
buy goods online, etc. These activities are absolutely forbidden by
the Shariah because they infringe the sanctity of theproperty of others.
By analogy, Islam has announced that it is illegal to enter the houses
of others without permission even though the houses are empty.68

The point being highlighted here is that the financial accounts of
others are more important than their empty houses.

In the light of theft rules, accessing into accounts without
transferring money cannot be considered as a theft. It is like accessing
the physical store or place of property and it is known that one of
the conditions of theft is to bring the property out of its store or safe
place. The jurists state that if the thief enters the place and takes the
property but it is taken from his hands before he exits, there will be
no theft. However, the criminal should be subject to punishment for
entering or infringing the house.69 It is submitted that the same rules
can be applied to cybercriminals who misuse personal data to access
others’ accounts without permission or authority.

In another scenario, cybercriminals can commit further crimes
such as transferring money from the victims’ accounts to another
account. In this case, the criminals can be considered thieves andcan
be punished by the prescribed punishment if all other conditions are
fulfilled. To illustrate this, theft rules can apply to anyone who takes

respected property secretlyfrom its proper place which he enters
without permission if all other conditions are fulfilled. Careful
examination of these crimes can lead one to conclude that the
definitions of theft in Shariah can include them. However, the theft
must be proven by testimony of two righteous men or by free
admission of a sound-mind and adult thief. Furthermore, the data
must be originally stolen and used without knowledge and consent
of the victims. For example, if someone gives his personal identity to
his friend and that friend uses such information for stealing, there
will be no theft. That is, because disclosing such information, in the
writer’s opinion, is equal to giving a key of the house to that friend
and thereby giving him permission to enter the house. It is mentioned
that if permission is given to someone to enter a house and he steals
something, he is in breach of trust but is not a thief.70 On this
particular issue, Al-Qaradawi commented that stealing money from
banks by using information such as number on cards and passwords
is a complete theft because all conditions of theft are fulfilled.71 The
table below shows the similarities between stealing from traditional
houses and stealing money from accounts by using personal data.

Theft rules Traditional house Digital Age-theft Comment
break-in

Valued property Furniture/ money Money Fulfilled
Proper place House Banks account system Fulfilled
Protection place Closed doors, PIN, passwords, Fulfilled

locks encryption, etc.
Secret way Breaking doors Using stolen information Fulfilled

secretly  secretly without consent
of victims

permission No permission given Personal data stolen Fulfilled
to enter by owner  & used without

permission
Taking- Taking furniture Transferring money from Fulfilled
property out out of the place one account to another
of protected
places
Other Can be
conditions fulfilled



As pointed out previously, identity crime involves many crimes which
range from unlawful acquisition of personal information to using
such information to commit further offences. Macmillan English
Dictionary shows, the word hacking means “using computer to connect
to someone else’s computer secretly and often illegally” whilst trespass
has the following meanings: (1) “the crime of entering a place without
the owner’s permission” or (2) “the action of doing something that is not
allowed by a moral law.”72 In the legal sense, as Neill Barrett states,
hacking “is unauthorized ‘logical’ rather than physical access.”73The
Malaysian Computer Crimes Act 1997 mentions that the term
‘unauthorized access’ to computer material includes anyone who
intentionally and knowingly “causes a computer to perform any function
with intent to secure access to any program or data held in any
computer.”74 The Computer Misuse Act 1990 also mentions the same
definition.75 As appeared in the above lexical and legal senses, cyber
trespass and hacking seem to be illegal (haram) in the eye of Shariah
because they involve mischievous acts, infringement of the sanctity
of others’ property, and prohibition to encroach and spyonothers.

The aim of Islamic Shariah is to establish justice and therefore it
forbids any kind of infringement against individuals and their
property. The Qur’an (Al-Hadid: 25) reads,”We sent aforetime Our
Messengers with clear Signs, and sent down with them the Book and the
Balance (of Right and Wrong), that man may stand forth in justice...”76

It is clear from this versethat the main objective of the divine revelation
is to establish justice in which everyone can be free from any
interference. Regarding the sanctity of property, the Messenger of
Allah said this when He was delivering the final sermon on the day
of An-Nahr (the sacrifice) in Makkah,”Your blood, your property, and
your honour are sacred to you all like the sacredness of this day of yours,
in this city of yours and in this month of yours.”77This authentic Hadith
shows how the Shariah respects and protectsproperty from any
interference. Hence, trespassing and hacking into property violates
the natural right of the owner and therefore, they should be forbidden
in the light of the above rules.

In addition, trespassing and hacking can also be considered as
an act of aggression and mischief against theproperty of others which
is forbidden by the Shariah as the Qur’an (Al-Baqarah: 188) states,
“And do not eat up your property among yourselves for vanities, nor use
it as bait for the judges, with intent that you may eat up wrongfully and
knowingly a little of (other) people’s property.”78As Ibn Juzay mentioned,
aggression against property encompasses four kinds of unlawful
actions: (1) taking property away without the owner’s permission,
(2) taking advantage of property, (3) destroying property and (4)
spoiling property completely or partially or making it is less
beneficial.79 By examining cyber trespassing and hacking in the light
of the above, one can say that the rules apply to them.

Another point to add here is that cyber trespassing and hacking
encompass infringement of the rules of seeking permission as well as
rules against spying and breaching of secrecy. According to the rule
(hokum) of (Al-isti’dhan) seeking permission, everyone has an
obligation to seek permission before entering any private place such
as houses. This rule takes its legality from the Holy Qur’an, the
Sunnah and the consensus of Islamic jurists. The Qur’an (An-
Noor27) reads, “O you who believe! Enter not houses other than your
own, until you have asked permission and saluted those in them: that is
best for you, in order that you may heed (what is seemly).80 Furthermore,
it is narrated that thereason forthe revelation of this verse was that a
woman said to the Prophet (PBUH):

‘O Messenger of Allah, sometimes I am in my house in a state in which I
do not like anyone to see me, neither father nor son. But then the father
comes in or another man of the family comes in while I am in that state,
what shall I do?81

Due to her question, the rule of seeking permission came down. The
abovementioned story indicates that the rationale behind seeking
permission is to protect privacy rights and save individuals from
unwanted observation. This reason was clarified by the Prophet
(PBUH) when he said, “Seeking permission to enter (somebody’s house)
has been prescribed in order to restrain the eyes (from looking at something
we are not supposed to look at)”.82 Moreover, the law of seeking
permission to enter a private place applies even to children who want



to see their parents in three privacy times83 and it also applies to all
private places becauseadweller can sometimes be in the state like the
one in the story.84

The above brief discussion does not intend to explore the rules
relating to ‘seeking permission’ in entering houses underShariah.
Instead, it aims to prove that the rule can be used to protect identity
in the digital age. To make it clear, the aim of the permission is to
protect individuals and their property from any kind of infringement.
Furthermore, as opposed to the texts of the rule, identity criminal
activities include infringement of property (hacking, account takeover,
etc.) and privacy of individuals (exposing secret information, using
ID to commit crime, etc.) and consequently, the mentioned rule
could be applied to protect identity information. Additionally, it
should be understood that as Islam forbids entering private places
without permission, using new technology such as CCTV cameras
to breach the sanctity of such places should also be forbidden.

Regarding spying rules, the Shariah forbids spying and
infringement of the sanctity of other people as the Holy Qur’an (Al-
Ujraat: 12) says, “O you who believe! Avoid much suspicions, indeed
some suspicions are sins. And spy not, neither backbite one
another.. ”Similarly, the Prophet [P.B.U.H] said, “Beware of suspicion,
for suspicion is the worst of false tales. Do not look for other’s faults. Do
not spy one another.”85 According to Islamic jurists, spying or al-tajassus
is looking for private and secret matters. They include private
information and everything that are kept in secret. Furthermore,
spying is an unlawful activity regardless of the means that are taken
in doing it. It includes spying on people through doors as well as
through new technology.86

By analogy, cyber trespassing and hacking are akin to spying,
hence one can say that they are breaking the rules because the cyber-
intruder and the hacker usually rummagesinto thevictims’ computers
or computer systems to find secrets and private matters such as
financial or personal information and this is exactly what the spy
does. For instance, gathering information in a secret way such as
installing software programme in the victims’ computer to intercept
communication and listening to oral disclosure of personal

information could be considered as spying from the Shariah point
of view.

In addition, keeping secrets in Shariah is a vital matter as clarified
in many texts. For example, it is narrated that Anas (one of the
Prophet’s companions) said:

The Prophet (PBUH) came to me while I was playing with the boys. He
greeted us and sent me on an errand. This delayed my return to my mother,
when I came to her, she asked, “What detained you?” I said; “Allah’s
Messenger sent me on errand.” She asked, “What was it?” I said it’s a
secret.” My mother said; “Do not disclose to anyone the secret of Allah’s
Messenger. Anas said to Thabit: “By Allah, were I to tell it to anyone I
would have told you.87

This authentic Hadith indicates that keeping a secret was an essential
matter in the first Islamic society. The jurists say that the secret rule
includes all secret things such as secret information, private matters,
conversation, correspondence and so forth.88 Since identity criminals
are working under the table, it is arguable that the rule of secrecy
could apply to their activities at least in some instances. For example,
the criminals usually look for secrets and confidential information
such as financial and personal information that they are not entitledto
know.

Some of identity criminals do not only employ stolen information,
but in some cases they expand their illegal actions to manipulate
documents or create forged documents. According to Oxford
Wordpower, forgery is “the crime of copying a document, signature,
painting, etc. in order to deceive people.”89 Similarly in Arabic, the term
tazwir(forgery) means to falsely create or say something in order to
deceive others. It also means lying, polytheism and falsehood. For
example, we can say this is ‘forged speech’ or ‘forged writing.’90

Fromthe Shariah point of view, forgery is one of the major sins
that are forbidden by the Shariah. The Holy Quran (Al-Hajj: 30)
states, “…and shun the word that is false.”91 Closely connected to the
above, the Shariah forbidsperjury or false testimony and counts it
among the major sins. The Prophet (PBUH) said:



Should I not inform you about the most grievous of the grave sins? (The
Holy Prophet) repeated it three times, and then said: Associating anyone
with Allah, disobedience to parents, false testimony or false utterance. The
Holy Prophet was reclining, then he sat up, and he repeated it so many
times that we wished that he should become silent.92

False testimonyis derived from al-zur which according to Imam Al-
Nawawi is disguising falsehood and making it like truth.93Hussain
Ash-Shaikh defined false witness by saying that,”False testimony is
one that is baseless whatever the reason may be.”94 Likewise Abd Al-
Mun’im stated that, “false testimony is testimony without knowledge or
to lie in your testimony.”95 The scholars say that false testimony is
grouped under great sins with worshipping of idols and disobedience
of parents. Moreover, false testimony crime is also easily committed
unlike other sins. For that reason and for its great evil, the
Prophet (PBUH), as in the above Hadith, sat up and repeated false
testimony many times until His companions wished that he would
be silent.

As we pointed out before, identity crime involves creating false
and forged documents and therefore, it should be unlawful from the
Islamic view. That is to say, in my opinion, the above evidence is
general and can be applicable to all kinds of forgery including forgery
of personal documents.

Like false witness, fraud is also forbidden by the Shariah.The
Prophet (P.B.U.H), as narrated by Imam Muslim, said, “A person
who takes up arms against us in not one of us and likewise the one who
cheats us is not one of us.”96Another version which also narrated by
Imam Muslim, reads:

(Once) the Holy Prophet (S.A.W) passed by a heap of corn and when he
(S.A.W) pushed his hand into it, his (S.A.W) fingers felt some moisture!
On this he (S.A.W.) asked the grain dealer: O grain dealer! What is this?
The dealer said, O messenger of Allah! This grain has been drenched with
rain. The Holy Prophet (S.A.W) said; why it was not exposed on top so
that people might see it? One who cheats is not one of us.97

Ibn Al-Arabi mentioned that fraud (al-ghish) is derived from the
wordal-ghasheshwhich means muddy water as a fraudster usually
mixes good and bad quality and hides the reality.98 He added that all

Islamic jurists unanimously agreed that fraud is forbidden by the
Shariah because it contradicts the obligation of giving advice. It is
worthy to notice that giving advice is part of theIslamic religion.
The Qur’an (Al-Araf: 62) states that Prophet Noah said to His nation,
“I but fulfil towards you the bodies of my Lord’s mission: sincere is my
advice to you.”99 It is also narrated that the Prophet (PBUH) said,
“Faith is goodwill. We asked: Towards whom? He answered: Towards
Allah, His Book, His Messenger, leading Muslims and the general public
(Muslims).”100

Another law that should be employed to protect identity in the digital
age is the rule of honour of humans. The honour of a Muslim, like
his blood and property, is forbidden. In one authentic Hadith, when
delivering the sermon during the Farewell Pilgrimage on the day of
Sacrifice at Mina, the Prophet (PBUH) said:

Verily your blood, your property and your honour are as sacred and
inviolable as the sanctity of this day of yours, in this month of yours and in
this town of yours. Verily! I have conveyed this message to you.101

This Hadith clarifies that Muslims have the right not to be subjected
to any unlawful comment which may mar their reputation or
placethem lowly in the eyes of society. Islam extends this to include
all secret actions that a person may involve in even when they are
forbidden by Islam. To illustrate this, it is known that committing
adultery (al-Zina) is one of the biggest crimes but at the same time,
accusing pure persons of committing that crime without providing
valid evidence is also a big sin. The Holy Qur’an (An-Noor: 4) reads,
“And those who launch a charge against chaste women, and produce not
four witnesses (to support their allegations) -flog them with eighty stripes;
and reject their evidence ever after: for such men are wicked
transgressors.”102It is said that the Qur’an imposes heavy rules on issues
relating to honour of Muslims due to worthy reasons - one of them
is to grant people an opportunity to hide their evil deeds and
consequently, protect their honour. Islam does not only forbid the
accusation of pure Muslims but it also encourages those who commit



immoral acts not to disclose their activities. In one Hadith,
the Prophet (PBUH) said, “Every of my followers will be safe (from
people talking and harm) except those who expose (openly) their wrong
doing.”103

Since identity crime usually includes committing crimes that
could damage the victims’ reputation and lower them in the eyes of
their society, the above rule can be applied to protect identity
information. For example, identity criminals use stolen identities such
as passports to conceal their identities when they travel illegally,
smuggling drugs or committing other crimes.104 Certainly, such illegal
activities can affect the innocent victims and render them responsible
for crimes they did not commit or know anything about.

Furthermore, committing crime under someone else’s identity
may come under the meaning of the following Qur’anic verse as can
be presumed from the reason of the verse’s revelation. The Qur’an
(An-Nisa: 112) reads, “But if any one earns a fault or a sin and throws
it on to one that is innocent, he carries (on himself ) (both) a falsehood
and a flagrant sin.”105 It is reported that this verse was revealed because
a manhad stolen shields and food and after that he accused another
person of committing that crime.106 From the above, one can conclude
that the rule of sanctity of man’s honour can apply to identity criminal
activities in the digital age.

Identity crime in the perspective of the Shariah has been discussed
in this article and as seen, various Islamic rules can be employed to
curb identity crime in the digital age. The applicability of theft to
identity crimehas been pointed out in addition to other laws such as
rules for seeking permission to enter houses, sanctity of property
and humankind, in addition to forgery and deception laws.
Undoubtedly, the Shariah establishes general and flexible rules that
canbe applied to curious offences such as the information age offences.
Therefore, the Islamic approach can be adopted to combat identity
crime in the digital age as the conventional one seems to be ineffective
in dealing with the phenomenon.
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